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4: 39 A.M
 
Lights off, closed windows
the smell of dawn's air
the stun of far lights
the sensation of wind moving my hair
empty streets, blue buildings
white sky, and
gods whisperings.
Staring from above
calmness, quietness, silence
the feeling of nature, all the creatures
kneels for me
 
...
 
Lights on, passing cars
wicked faces, filthy souls
taking a look at the wide rosaceous sky
small birds trying to fly
mysteriously disappearing beyond the clouds
leaving lots of doubts
soaking up every drop of moonlight
 
 
pure thoughts; broken wings
embracing weird pleasure,
mind's treasure
lost in the the morning traffic,
scattered,  amused
brain fucked and confused
love drunk, hearing the sound
of my creaking thoughts
dazzling black; fading blue
I need more shots
a double measure
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Born In The Wrong Generation..
 
when I was born,
didn't have the choice to be
didn't choose to exist
yes I was born free
but I had to resist
the heavy storms
coming in my way
making my sky grey
I have missed to the train
 
 
I was born in the wrong generation
judging others by their  appearance,
didn't matter if you listen to shitty music
or repeating stupid lyrics
as long as you're living for the gain
 
 
born in the wrong era,
heavy shapes, delicate thoughts
born horribly dressed, well worded
take me back when hendrix
drove everyone insane
 
 
born in the wrong generation
need to fix my time machine
this society's killing my imagination
feeling worse that i have ever been
still stuck in the hurricane
 
 
let the fog goes through my head
clears my mind
stealing away my melancholy
at this moment myself I find
my pain I hide
let me forget about today until tomorrow
as Dylan said..
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nothing will remain
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Emptiness
 
sitting alone
in the middle of the night
twisted thoughts rolling
fucking with my empty head
maybe i was right
maybe i should come across the light
maybe i have to stop the fight
 
my past is coming back to hunt me
can't escape it
tried enough to break it
still a part of me
can't pretend that i can't see
the signs
of my weakness, regret
knowing am unable to forget
my sorrow is infinite
 
its been two years
still fighting the same fears
one step forward and million
steps back
my world has always been black
 
people say they're always
there by your side
but soon they give up
sooner then you do
cause they never understand u
never been through
all the shit
u had to handle by our own
stand by u at first
then u find yourself thrown
 
to the dark nights to eat
your soul
day by day
year by year
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and you're still always the same
tired of playing the same game
it was the only thing
about it I was right
 
I was born alone
always will be
been trapped in darkness
no one could see
my pen and paper were
my only salvation
I have no choice but to write..
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Lonely Man
 
Lonely man who spends the night alone
looking for an escape, a safe refuge
been out of society,
rejected, blamed,
always feeling ashamed but,
his feelings were ever shown
 
 
tried to keep himself strong
thought that he could undo his sins
but all he needed is that lost part
that part who left him soulless, lifeless
and tore him apart
till he became like a stone
 
 
brought into this dark world
tried to figure out a way to live
barely survived
waited too long but she never arrived
she was full of doubt, regret, weakness, coldness
couldn't step out of her safe cage
decided to stay on her own
 
 
lonely man who kept waiting
waiting for her to come and bright
his dark soul
she never came
refused to be part of the game
all they had shared was
a lost memory, an extinct flame..
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Stars Never Fade Away..
 
you know that no matter what they say, no matter what they do
they can never let you down
cause no matter how the eagle fly
no matter how his wings reach the sky
the stars are still far many miles away
 
you're my star, my one and only
hard to reach, precious and bizarre
my light in the dark
the one who makes my eyes spark
always been there, now it's my time to stay
 
you're not alone,
and you'll never be
i'll be your shelter when it stars to rain
am gonna take away all your pain
'i'll stand by you till my dying day '
 
we've been through a lot
we fought,
struggled every issue together
this is our last battle
never been threatened by what others say
 
you're stronger than you think
u already are
stars may leave in the morning,
but always keeping a scar
just remember, real stars never fade away
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Unveiling
 
head full of dark gloomy clouds
silent screams
empty crowd
acts disturbed by thoughts
blue sky's became dark
shining stars, full moon
to silence I hark
 
why does it have to be this hard to face your fears
every time you close your eyes you can't stop the tears
from falling
you search for a light to overcome the darkness
didn't thought that it's too hard to reach happiness
 
the pure soul lost its way to heaven
the angel lost her sight
all she's looking for is a safe haven
and someone to hold her tight
 
taking a journey inside her lifeless soul,
seeing her buried dreams
realizing that leaving that passion behind
is making her more and more blind
 
troubled emotions, strange thoughts
fear of failure mixed
with mystery,
the future's unknown
my own poet is standing beside me
nothing's left to fear, I am not on my own
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